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Introduction

mervyn cooke and f iona ford

One of the authors represented in this collection of essays notes in passing
that the concept of a ‘companion’ volume might these days be in danger of
being considered a little old fashioned, as indeed the idea of ‘film’ is itself
somewhat passé in the exciting and technologically unpredictable age of
digital audio-visual media in which we live. Yet film music and the music
of other related screen media, and the increasingly prolific field of film-
music studies, are nowadays so diverse in their aims and achievements –
and potentially bewildering in their rich variety – that even seasoned
aficionados (including the present editors) sometimes feel the need for
a little companiable guidance through the veritable labyrinth of possibi-
lities offered by the intelligent and resourceful combinations of sound and
image by which we are constantly surrounded. In assembling this book, it
has been fascinating for us to see how all our contributors have helped
continue to shape our necessarily flexible perceptions of how film music is
made, how it might be considered to function and how it is appreciated.

In planning this book, one of our priorities was to concentrate on the
practicalities of film-music production as much as on the theorizing and
analysis which the composition of such music has long since generated in
both academia and the media. Included here, therefore, are a leading
contemporary film composer’s reflections on his career and the state of
the industry from a personal perspective (Chapter 5), some thumbnail
discussions of how other living composers view both their cinematic art
and scholars’ varying attempts to come to terms with it (Chapter 7), as well
as detailed accounts of the development of film-sound technology and the
various ways in which soundtracks have been assembled across the decades
(Chapters 1 and 2). The manner in which one celebrated film composer of
Hollywood’s Golden Age conducted his music in recording sessions is
subjected to fascinatingly close scrutiny (Chapter 3), debunking in the
process the tiredmyth that a creative genius in the film industry can simply
stand up in front of a hard-pressed orchestra and risk blowing a huge
budget by waving his arms around and hoping it will all come right in the
end. Composers, orchestrators, arrangers, performers, conductors, music
directors and music editors are a constant presence throughout these
essays as a reminder that the often sophisticated film scoring which con-
tinues to generate reams of discussion is for the most part the intense[1]



product of exceptionally hard graft – a fundamentally collaborative
process, often carried out to punishingly tight and in some cases even
health-threatening deadlines – all accomplished at the very heart of a high-
pressure commercial industry.

As well as examining how film music is actually made, our anthology
considers the various ways in which it might be interpreted and analysed.
Analytical processes not only cover its many and varied dramatic func-
tions, which began life in the three broad categories of ‘synchronization,
subjugation and continuity’, as our historical account of the transition
from silent cinema to the sound film demonstrates (Chapter 1), but also
embrace considerations of wildly differing musical styles, compositional
techniques and cultural contexts. One of the delights of studying the
extraordinary panoply of film-scoring possibilities is the way in which we
need to switch from (for example) an appreciation of the genealogy of
cowboy-associated folk tunes (Chapter 14) to the complexities of esoteric
twelve-note serial manipulations (Chapter 19), or from well-worn classical
styles to dynamic rock music – sometimes even within the same film
(Chapter 17) – or from contrasting subgenres of jazz (Chapters 11 and
12), both symphonic and authentic, to the dauntingly large soundworld of
pop. Once regarded as a rather dubious type of film scoring by die-hard
traditionalists for whom the only viable music track was a finely crafted
and leitmotif-based orchestral score, pop scoring and hit songs in all sorts
of styles have been truly ubiquitous in movies across the decades, starting
in the silent era, blossoming in early sound musicals and the swing era,
coming prominently to the fore in the age of rock’n’roll and culminating in
the many exciting developments in modern pop-scoring methods from the
1960s to the present day. The present essays vividly demonstrate the sheer
variety of ways and genres in which such music has been handled: these
include one of the best-loved instances of a hit song in a melodrama of the
early 1940s (Chapter 8), the life and times of the British pop-music film
(Chapter 4) and telling examples of the exploitation of pop music in CGI
animation (Chapter 9), horror and science fiction (Chapter 13).

The theoretical side of film-music scholarship is a particularly daunting
area of the subject, covering as it does general considerations of music’s
contribution to film narrative and of the often complex and sometimes
intractable relationships between music, sound and dialogue. The summary
of film-music theories provided here (Chapter 6) offers a comprehensive
account of attitudes both classic and right up-to-date – as well as a vivid
illustration of the formidable extent to which filmmusicology has burgeoned
since the first wave of scholars disseminated their groundbreaking (and still
widely cited) work in print in the 1980s and 1990s. While some theorizing
about movie soundtracks, both old and new, might be felt to be somewhat
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divorced from reality, many modern scholars have also continued the more
traditional, positivistic pursuits of delvingmeticulously into archives to study
and analyse primary source materials, and the interviewing of composers in
order to establish exactly how their film scores are created (Chapter 7).
Contemporary film scholarship has also been distinguished – though it was
certainly a long time coming – by the increasing attention paid in English-
language publications to national film industries other than that of theUnited
States, and to a wide range of non-Anglophone films. While Hollywood
output is inevitably well represented in our collection, we also include studies
of films from the United Kingdom (Chapters 4 and 16), Italy (Chapter 17),
France (Chapter 18), Germany (Chapter 19), Japan (Chapter 20) and India
(Chapter 21). Treatments of genres particularly associated with Hollywood,
such as the musical (Chapter 15), the western (Chapter 14), film noir
(Chapter 11), horror and science fiction (Chapter 13), as well as the silent
film (Chapter 1) and Golden Era classics (Chapters 3 and 8), are offset by
illuminating considerations of the Italian revisionist western (Chapter 17)
and the ways in which other genres, notably the musical and animation, have
developed in the UK (Chapters 4 and 16) and the Tamil film industry
(Chapter 21), in many respects rather differently from their
US counterparts. At many moments we are also reminded that some of the
most significant innovations in film sound have occurred in the often
experimental context of independent ‘art’ cinema (see, for example,
Chapters 16 and 18), which studiously avoids the standardized practices
attendant upon the fundamentally commercial considerations which have
dominated mainstream film production for more than a century.

If we have in recent years come a little closer to understanding how film
music is made, how it functions and how it is interpreted, there is one
further area of fascination which has only recently begun to be properly
considered: what can film music actually feel like? The sometimes pecu-
liarly visceral effect of film scoring, especially that couched in disconcert-
ing modernist idioms and forms of musique concrète, is tantalisingly
explored in a number of contributions (Chapters 10, 13 and 18) and serves
as a timely reminder that there are still crucial aspects of our subject which
are as yet little understood and likely to be the focus of much future
research.

3 Introduction





PART ONE

Making Film Music





1 Evolving Practices for Film Music and Sound,
1925–1935

j ames buhler and hannah lewis

The transition from silent to synchronized sound film was one of the most
dramatic transformations in cinema’s history, radically changing the tech-
nology, practices and aesthetics of filmmaking in under a decade. This
period has long been a subject of fascination for filmmakers, scholars and
fans alike. From Singin’ in the Rain (1952) to The Artist (2011), the film
industry itself has shaped a narrative that remains dominant in the popular
imagination. The simplistic teleological view of the transition – and the
inevitability of the evolution of sound towards classical Hollywood sound
practices that it implies – has been revised and corrected by numerous
scholars (Bordwell et al. 1985; Gomery 2005). But a narrative of continuity
that posits its own idealized teleology is just as much a distortion as one
founded on total rupture, as Gomery, for instance, simply replaces the
great men of filmmaking with the great men of finance, and Bordwell, akin
to André Bazin’s myth of total cinema (Bazin 2005 [1967], 17–22), draws
the idea of a sound film from a transhistorical idea of cinema itself, though
what Bazin links to deep focus and long takes, Bordwell links to editing.

While the film industry’s transition was swift, it was neither crisis-free
nor particularly systematic, especially with respect to technology and aes-
thetics. Donald Crafton notes that the transition to sound was ‘partly
rational and partly confused’ (1997, 4), and Michael Slowik adds that
‘sound strategies differed from film to film’, which resulted in ‘a startling
array of diverse and often conflicting practices’ (2014, 13). The relationships
between film and sound (particularly music) had to be negotiated, and the
introduction of synchronized sound prompted a range of audiovisual
approaches and opinions about the new technology and its aesthetic impli-
cations. The ‘transition’ period was therefore a time of pronounced experi-
mentation but also of surprisingly rapid aesthetic and economic codification
within the film industry. On the one hand, the range of reactions and
approaches to sound in different national contexts points to the contested
nature of synchronized sound during the transition era and its implications
for cinema as art, industry and entertainment. On the other, an international
consensus, led by the American industry, had formed around proper sound
practices, the so-called classical style, by the late 1930s. Roger Manvell and
John Huntley, for instance, argue that filmmakers had by 1935 mastered the
soundtrack sufficiently to the point that they ‘had become fully aware of the[7]



dramatic powers of sound’ (1957, 59). This emerging consensus allowed for
considerable variation in national practices but set limits and high technical
standards for films that aimed for international distribution.

Early History of Sound Film: Experimentation
and Development (1900‒1925)

A diversity of sound and music practices characterized the era of early
cinema (Altman 2004, 119–288). As film found a more secure footing as
a medium of entertainment and narrative film increasingly dominated the
market, musical accompaniment became more closely connected to the
film. The importance of musical accompaniment – ‘playing the pictures’ –
consequently increased with this codification of narrative filmmaking
technique, as a means of representing and reflecting the narrative.
Although the practice of ‘playing the pictures’ was quite varied, it was
structured around three general principles: synchronization, subjugation
and continuity.

Synchronization involved fitting the music to the story, through mood,
recurring motifs and catching details pertinent to the narrative. Mood
related music to dramatic setting, usually at the level of the scene. Motif
entailed a non-contiguous musical recurrence linked to a narratively
important character, object or idea and topically inflected to reflect the
action. Catching the details, which would evolve into ‘mickey-mousing’ in
the sound era, involved exaggerated sound or music and an exceptionally
close timing with the image, as in the vaudeville practice of accompanying
slapstick comedy with intentionally incongruous sound. Subjugation
required that music be selected to support the story and that music should
never draw attention to itself at the expense of the story. This principle
ensured that the accompaniment was played to the film rather than to the
audience. Through subjugation, music could also serve to mould the
audience’s own absorption in the narrative. The musical continuity of
the accompaniment likewise encouraged spectators to accept and invest
in the film’s narrative continuity (Buhler 2010).

These three principles structured the three dominant modalities of
‘playing the picture’ during the silent era: compilation, improvisation
and special scores. Compiled scores, whether based on circulated cue
sheets or assembled by a theatre’s musical staff, were especially common,
and a whole division of the music-publishing industry was organized to
support this concept. The publishing firms not only supplied original
music composed to accompany conventional moods, but they also offered
catalogues and anthologies of music indexed by mood and topic to
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facilitate compilation scoring. The most famous American anthology was
Ernö Rapée’s Motion Picture Moods for Pianists and Organists (1924).
Compilation was the preferred practice of accompaniment in the early
years and, even in the 1920s, it remained the basic method for orchestral
performance.

Improvisation was the accompaniment practice over which the film
industry had the least control. Typically performed on a piano or organ, an
improvised score was left to musicians to invent on the fly. As with
compiled scores, the improvisation would introduce shifts in musical
style to fit the need of any given scene, and improvisers would commonly
work well-known tunes into their accompaniments. But the results varied
greatly depending on the musicians in charge, resulting in the stereotype of
the inept small-town pianist. Variable accompaniment practices left to the
devices of local musicians were seen, according to Tim Anderson, as
‘“problems” that needed to be solved’, as the film industry moved towards
greater standardization of exhibition in the 1910s (1997, 5).

Some ‘special’ scores – scores created and distributed to go with
specific films – began to appear in America in the 1910s, and increased
in frequency and prominence in the 1920s. Notable special scores for
American films include Joseph Carl Breil’s for Birth of a Nation (1915),
Mortimer Wilson’s for The Thief of Bagdad (1924), William Axt’s and
David Mendoza’s for The Big Parade (1925), and J. S. Zamecnik’s for
Wings (1927). The increased prevalence of special scores was part of the
film industry’s attempts to standardize and systematize musical practices.
Over the course of the 1910s and 1920s, movie exhibition became
increasingly stratified, and film music reflected this disparity: many
urban deluxe theatres devoted considerable resources to maintaining
large music libraries and musical personnel, including substantial
orchestras and Wurlitzer organs, but small town theatres could hardly
afford to do the same, as Vachel Lindsay, among others, ruefully noted
(1916, 189–97).

In Europe, cinema occupied a somewhat different cultural position,
alongside its commercial and popular associations. In France, Camille
Saint-Saëns composed a score in 1908 for L’Assassinat du Duc de Guise,
the first production of the ‘Film d’Art’ company, which was formed with
the idea of making prestige pictures that might attract a higher class of
patron (Marks 1997, 50–61). Other French composers soon demonstrated
an interest in composing for cinema, most notably Erik Satie and members
of Les Six. In the 1920s, surrealist artists and writers not only took
inspiration from the cinema but also worked with it seriously as
a medium. Additionally, ciné-clubs and journals devoted to filmmaking
indicate film’s potential as high art in the eyes of French filmmakers and
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musicians. In Germany, too, silent film had a close relationship to moder-
nist movements in the plastic arts, and original film scores to accompany
these artistic films were quite common. Mostly original film scores were
composed for such well-known expressionist films as Robert Wiene’s Das
Cabinet des Dr. Caligari (1920; score by Giuseppe Becce) and Fritz Lang’s
Metropolis (1927; score by Gottfried Huppertz). The Viennese-born com-
poser Edmund Meisel composed scores for German and Soviet films,
including Sergei Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin (1925), one of the most
influential Soviet films of the silent era (Ford 2011). Additionally, German
artists like Oskar Fischinger experimented in ‘visual music’, further linking
music and the moving image through abstract visual art (Moritz 2004;
Cooke 2008, 58).

European film-music practices were as diverse as they were in America,
and accompaniment followed the same three principles of synchroniza-
tion, subjugation and continuity, and was also organized by the same three
modalities of compilation, improvisation and original score. In Germany,
compilation was particularly formalized, with original compositions,
anthologies and catalogues indexed by topics and moods along
American lines. (Becce’s volumes of Kinothek music were especially pop-
ular.) In 1927, Hans Erdmann, Becce and Ludwig Brav published the
Allgemeines Handbuch der Film-Musik, a two-volume compendium of
silent-film dramaturgy, hermeneutic theory of music and systematic sort-
ing of musical works according to the needs of a music director of
a cinema. Although it appeared late in the silent era and so never had
a chance to establish its principles in theatres, the Handbuch does repre-
sent a particularly well-formulated theory of mature silent-film practice
(Fuchs 2014). Its basic idea of a musical dramaturgy, related to traditional
forms of theatre but with specific problems unique to film, also seems to
have been absorbed by the composers of sound film as they worked to
establish a place for music on the soundtrack.

Ultimately, the American studio system, with its drive towards stan-
dardization in order to control both labour costs and quality, found it
increasingly advantageous to pursue experiments in synchronizing film
with recorded sound. Filmmakers and inventors had been interested in
mechanically linking sound andmusic with image since the earliest days of
cinema. Thomas Edison, for instance, always claimed his inspiration for
the motion picture had been the phonograph, ‘to do for the eye what the
phonograph does for the ear’ (Edison 1888). In 1895, he developed the
Kinetophone, joining his Kinetoscope with a phonograph, and in 1913 his
firm released a second version of the Kinetophone that allowed for better
synchronization. In France, Léon Gaumont developed the Chronophone,
a sound-on-disc technology that he patented and exhibited publicly in
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1902 (Gaumont 1959, 65). Significant early research into sound synchro-
nization occurred in Germany as well: in 1900, Ernst Ruhmer of Berlin
announced his Photographophone, evidently the first device successfully
to reproduce sound photographed on film (Crawford 1931, 634), and
Oskar Messter’s Biophon apparatus was exhibited at the 1904 World
Exposition in St. Louis (Narath 1960, 115). In the end, these systems had
little more than novelty appeal, owing to major difficulties with synchro-
nization and amplification.

A feverish pace of electrical research in the 1920s led to renewed effort
in the development of synchronized sound, alongside a number of mass
media and sound technologies. Donald Crafton refers to sound film’s
various ‘electric affinities’ – including electricity and thermionics, the
telephone, radio, television and phonography – that developed prior to
or alongside sound-synchronization technology as part of the research
boom following the First World War (1997, 23–61). Perhaps most impor-
tantly, the invention of radio tubes led to a much more effective means of
amplification. Companies and laboratories experimented with both
sound-on-disc and sound-on-film playback technologies. Sound-on-disc
sometimes (but not invariably) involved simultaneously recording
a phonograph disc and a nitrate image, which were mechanically played
back in sync, and sound-on-film consisted of an optical recording of the
soundtrack – a physical writing of the sound onto a photographic strip that
ran alongside the images. Sound-on-disc initially had somewhat better
sound fidelity, and it drew on the long-established recording techniques of
phonography, along with its industry and equipment. Sound-on-film, on
the other hand, was better for on-location shooting, as the apparatus was
more portable and the sound easier to edit. Although sound-on-film
ultimately won out, for years both systems remained equally viable.

In 1919, three German inventors – Joseph Engl, Hans Vogt and Joseph
Massolle – patented Tri-Ergon, an optical recording system first screened
publicly in 1922 (Kreimeier 1996, 178). Meanwhile, in America in 1923, Lee
de Forest, working with Theodore Case, patented and demonstrated
a system with optical recording technology called Phonofilm. Early
Phonofilms included a short speech by President Calvin Coolidge and
performances by the vaudeville star Eddie Cantor and African-American
songwriting duo Sissle and Blake. Several scores were also recorded and
distributed for the Phonofilm system, includingHugo Riesenfeld’s for James
Cruze’s The Covered Wagon (1923) and for Lang’s Siegfried (1924).
Although de Forest’s system provided some publicity for the technology of
synchronized sound film, the system remained mostly a novelty. While the
recording process was already quite advanced, as can be heard on extant
Phonofilm films, issues remained with Phonofilm’s exhibition and
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economics. Most importantly, not enough theatres were equipped with the
Phonofilm playback equipment. De Forest claimed that as many as fifty
theatres had been wired for his system in 1924 (Crafton 1997, 66), but major
film companies, which also controlled much of the theatre market, were
unwilling to risk production with Phonofilm, and this reluctance made the
system commercially unsustainable.

Innovation, Introduction and Dispersion of Synchronized
Sound Technology (1926–1932)

Vitaphone

Substantial change arrived with the public success of Vitaphone. Western
Electric, a subsidiary of AT&T (American Telephone and Telegraph
Company), developed this sound-on-disc system.Western Electric formed
a partnership with Warner Bros., a modest but growing studio at the time.
According to Crafton, ‘The Vitaphone deal was one of several tactics
designed to elevate the small outfit to the status of a film major’ (1997,
71). Their target market was midsize movie theatres with a capacity of
500–1000 – those theatres too small to afford big names in live entertain-
ment, but large enough to afford the cost of installing sound equipment.
(Warner Bros. did not end up following this strategy, since their first sound
films were screened at larger, more prominent theatres, and the popularity
of the talking picture radically altered the longer-term economic
planning.)

Warner Bros. planned to use Vitaphone to replace live orchestral
musicians with standardized recordings of musical accompaniment and
to offer ‘presentation acts’ in the form of recorded shorts to provide all
theatres with access to the biggest stars. In a lecture given at Harvard
Business School in early 1927, Harry Warner recounted:

[M]y brother [Sam] . . . wired me one day: ‘Go to the Western Electric Company
and see what I consider the greatest thing in the world’ . . . Had he wired me
to go up and hear a talking picture I would never have gone near it, because
I had heard and seen talking pictures so much that I would not have walked
across the street to look at one. But when I heard a twelve-piece orchestra on
that screen at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, I could not believe my own ears.
I walked in back of the screen to see if they did not have an orchestra there
synchronizing with the picture. They all laughed at me. (Warner 1927, 319–20)

Using Vitaphone to record synchronized musical scores for their feature
films, Warner Bros. aimed to codify film-music practices, replacing the
diversity of live silent-film accompaniment with more standardized, high-
quality musical performances.
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For the Vitaphone debut,Warner Bros. recorded a synchronizedmusical
accompaniment and some sound effects for Don Juan (1926), a silent
costume drama starring John Barrymore that the company already had in
production. The accompaniment was compiled by well-known silent-film
composers Axt andMendoza, both of whom worked at the Capitol Theatre,
and was performed by the New York Philharmonic. On 6 August 1926, the
film premiered at theWarner Theatre inNewYork along with a programme
of shorts, including the New York Philharmonic playing Wagner’s
Tannhäuser Overture (1845) and performances by violinists Mischa
Elman and Efrem Zimbalist and by Metropolitan opera singers Marion
Talley, Giovanni Martinelli and Anna Case. All shorts that evening were
classical performances, with the exception of Roy Smeck, ‘TheWizard of the
String’.

As can be seen from this first programme, Warner Bros. emphasized
Vitaphone’s connections to high culture at the time of its introduction,
explicitly linking sound-film technology and classical music as a means of
establishing Vitaphone’s cultural prestige and gaining public acceptance of
the somewhat unfamiliar medium. In his recorded public address that
opened the programme, Will Hays, president of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America, reinforced this point: ‘The motion
picture too is a most potent factor in the development of a national
appreciation of good music. That service will now be extended, as the
Vitaphone shall carry symphony orchestrations to the town halls of the
hamlets’ (quoted in Barrios 1995, 22). Film critic Mordaunt Hall’s review
in the New York Times implied that this tactic for gaining public accep-
tance of the new technology was at least somewhat successful. He stated
that the ‘Warner Brothers are to be commended for the high-class enter-
tainment’, and claimed that the programme ‘immediately put the
Vitaphone on a dignified but popular plane’ (Hall 1926a).

The second Vitaphone premiere, which occurred exactly two months
later on 6 October 1926, contrasted with the first in tone and cultural
register (Barrios 1995, 26–7). This time the programme of shorts
consisted primarily of vaudeville and popular performances (including
a performance by Al Jolson in A Plantation Act). As was typical of deluxe
theatre practice, the programme was designed to prime the audience for
the night’s feature film, a slapstick comedy called The Better ’Ole (1926)
starring Syd Chaplin. In his review of The Better ’Ole, Hall was not troubled
by the popular tone of the programme, noting that the ‘series of “living
sound” subjects are, in this present instance, in a far lighter vein, but none
the less remarkable’ (Hall 1926b). The third Vitaphone feature, When
a Man Loves (1927), which included an original score by famed
American composer Henry Hadley (Lewis 2014), did not debut until
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3 February 1927, and the programme that premiered with this film split the
difference of the first two, mixing shorts of high- and low-brow genres
(Barrios 1995, 29–30). A potpourri of genres continued into the 1930s,
although the number of classical-music shorts steadily declined. Jennifer
Fleeger has argued that the variety of musical shorts in particular – some
featuring opera, others jazz – was crucial since ‘opera and jazz provided
Hollywood sound cinemawith both “high” and “low” parentage, and in the
case of Warner Bros., multiple tales of inception that gave the studio room
to remake itself’ (2009, 20; 2014a).

Movietone, RKO and RCA Photophone

Following the success of Vitaphone, other companies quickly followed
suit. Fox’s Movietone, an optical recording system developed by
Theodore Case and Earl Sponable, was the next technology introduced
to the American public, in the spring of 1927. As a sound-on-film process,
Movietone was capable of portable synchronized recording, and Fox
quickly exploited this potential, beginning with the release of sound-
enhanced newsreels. In September 1927, Fox began releasing feature
films that, like the Vitaphone features, used Movietone to provide
synchronized continuous scores and some sound effects. The first three
were 7th Heaven, What Price Glory and Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans
(Melnick 2012, 288–96; Bergstrom 2005, 192). All three carried scores
compiled by Rothafel, Rapée and the musical staff at the already famed
Roxy Theatre. Each of these films also modelled a slightly different
conception of how Movietone might be exploited for feature films. 7th

Heaven and What Price Glory were both re-releases designed to market
and distribute the ‘Roxy touch’. Both films also featured theme songs
penned by Rapée and aimed at the sheet-music market. ‘Charmaine’, the
theme ofWhat Price Glory based on a song Rapée had written in the teens
(Melnick 2012, 263), proved an exceptional hit. The Movietone score for
Sunrise (1927), by contrast, was designed for longer-run exploitation (ibid.,
295). It was the only film of the original trio that premiered with its
Movietone score and a full programme of Movietone shorts, similar to
the strategy Warner Bros. had developed for its Vitaphone features. This
score, which was received enthusiastically by critics, featured no theme
song and was usually attributed to Riesenfeld until Bergstrom (2005)
decisively challenged this view, and additional research by Melnick
(2012) conclusively showed that Rothafel, Rapée and the musical staff at
the Roxy were responsible for both this score and those for the other early
Movietone features.

Photophone, another optical system, this one developed by RCA (a
subsidiary of General Electric and owner of NBC, the nation’s largest radio
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network), was introduced soon after Movietone. The first film with
a Photophone soundtrack was Wings, a Paramount production that evi-
dently combined live accompaniment with recorded sound effects featur-
ing propellers and aircraft engines (Marvin 1928). Distributed initially as
a road show with up to six soundtracks for effects, Wings was the most
popular film of 1927, and it won the Academy Award for Best Engineering
Effects (for Roy Pomeroy, who was responsible for the sound).

The Jazz Singer

By the end of 1927, both Warner Bros. and Fox were regularly producing
sound films, but the economic certainty of sound film was not yet assured.
Insufficient theatres had been wired for sound, and public interest was
showing signs of waning in the first half of 1927. In order to drum up
enthusiasm, Warner Bros. announced they were producing a film with Al
Jolson. This became The Jazz Singer (1927), the first feature with directly
recorded synchronized dialogue.

While The Jazz Singer was a turning point for sound film, proving its
long-term economic viability and prompting a number of studios to turn
their attention to synchronized sound, its importance has been somewhat
overstated in popular narratives of the transition to sound. Consensus now
seems to be that it was not The Jazz Singer but The Singing Fool (1928) –
Jolson’s second feature film and a much greater commercial success – that
was decisive in convincing studios to convert to talking pictures.
Furthermore, The Jazz Singer was not itself a major aesthetic departure:
it merely brought the aesthetics of the Vitaphone shorts into the narrative
world of a feature film, presenting what commentators at the time called
a ‘vitaphonized’ silent film (Wolfe 1990, 66‒75; Gomery 1992, 219). Yet the
story of The Jazz Singer as the first talking film remains seductive. Its
narrative – about a Jewish singer (Jack Robin) and his cantor father who
opposes his son’s desire to sing jazz songs – seems to equate the technology
of synchronized sound with modernity and youth, and silent film with the
older, traditional generation (Rogin 1992). It seems an almost too perfect
allegory of the transition to sound.

Beyond that, however, little scholarly attention has been given to the
reasons why this film with so little talking in it has come to serve as the
point of origin for the talking film. And it seemingly occupied this position
already in 1928. Crafton notes that ‘newspaper andmagazine reports of the
time consistently regarded The Jazz Singer as a breakthrough, turn-around
motion picture forWarner Bros. and the genesis of the talkies’, and that the
film was ‘an immediate hit’ (Crafton 1996, 463, 468). Indeed, in a paper
delivered to the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, New York Times
reviewer Hall sketched this history of the transition: ‘it is now the familiar
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